Smarter Conference Rooms. More Productive Meetings.

Make the most of every minute using a better way to work without wires – connect and collaborate with OptiPlex 7040 Micro and Intel® Unite™ software

Challenges

- Meetings are slow to start as presenters must locate and physically connect their devices to the conference room display.
- Each time a new presenter takes control, meetings are further delayed as participants disconnect/reconnect. Productivity may grind to a halt if a compatible connection cannot be found.
- Remote participants log into meetings on unmanaged connections, possibly compromising security.

Wireless Collaboration Starts with Intel® Unite™ Software

Whether your team members are seated around a table or calling in from half a world away, Intel® Unite™ software provides a secure, connected meeting space. Start meetings faster, hand off control more easily, and collaborate with confidence, knowing your presentation data is secure and participant access is tightly managed through powerful Intel® technologies.

The Elements of the Intel® Unite™ Solution are Simple

For smart meeting spaces – A micro-PC with the latest Intel® Core™ vPro™ processor provides leading-edge security and performance as well as innovative wireless capabilities. This micro-PC serves as the hub device.

For all participants – Intel Unite software runs on each client device, enabling attendees to connect and receive content in real time, regardless of location.
Meetings Start Fast and Stay on Track

With this innovative combination – an Intel Core vPro processor-based micro-PC in the meeting space and Intel Unite software on each client device – team members can get busy quickly and keep focused.

- **Cut the cords** – In-room participants can instantly connect to projectors, interactive whiteboards or other displays, or all parties can view presentations on their individual devices. The daily dongle scramble is a thing of the past.

- **Share and share alike** – With peer-to-peer sharing, the meeting leader can hand off control as needed—to up to four presenters—enabling others to share their own screens wirelessly.

- **Everyone’s on the same page** – Distribute, review, and amend files together in real time. Later, transfer those updated files to all participants so that everyone has the most recent copy.

Make IT Easier to Manage

If Intel® vPro™ technology is already part of your existing infrastructure, then Intel Unite software should be a breeze to integrate. Make greater use of your current IT monitoring and control capabilities to help reduce costs and improve manageability.

- **Manage remotely** – Use Intel Unite software’s admin portal, along with the full capabilities of Intel vPro technology, to manage conference room mini-PCs from any location: everything from basic upkeep and patching to remote repairs.

- **Keep meetings secure** – To join the meeting, participants are required to enter a rotating PIN code. Outside guests can be granted access with as many (or few) network permissions as you choose to allow.

- **Safeguard sensitive data** – Using Intel Unite software, meetings are protected with the enterprise-grade security of 256-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) data encryption. What happens in smarter meetings stays in smarter meetings.

Start Small and Scale Smart

You can start with a single standalone Intel Unite software deployment for proof-of-concept and then scale up as needed to multiple, server-controlled smart conference rooms. And, Intel Unite software solutions are designed to be compatible with new capabilities in the future, such as:

- **In-room controls** – Manage lighting, speakerphones, cameras, A/C, and other environmental settings.

- **Multiple OS support** – Intel® Unite™ solutions presently support newer Windows® and Mac OS X® operating systems, and will soon accommodate Android® Google Chrome® and others.

- **Other conferencing solutions** – Enjoy a unified meeting experience as Intel Unite software accommodates Microsoft Lync® or Cisco TelePresence®

Learn more about Intel Unite at: [dell.com/unite](http://dell.com/unite)